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Generate map gallery Update server execution? Get Rust: IO – it's free! Apart from server names, you can also search by type and country: VanillaVanilla servers or servers called Vanilla [DE]Servers in Germany or called [DE] For even more accurate results, you can also use: type:officialOfficial, modded or vanilla servers only
country:USServers located to players US only (Geo IP):10-20Servers with 10 to 20 players in size:4000-5000Servers with a map size of 4000 to 5000 level: HapisIslandServers running the HapisIsland level This guide is aimed at the lone player, by choice or circumstance. Obviously, by the time a player interacts with another over an
extended period of time, he will also not play solo anymore, making the core of this text useless. The aim here is to provide theoretical advice to the soloist, who is devoid of physical protection, labor and social shelter grouped individuals have. It is not within the scope of this guide to confer moral guidelines along its pointers. Loner
archetypes fall along the moral spectrum, from the Good Samaritan to the lonely killer; it is up to the reader to use these tracks as he / she sees it convenient. Mentality The mental framework of the solo player must be established in a triad of components: personal survival, enduring personal effects and fun. All actions suggested in this
guide will be for the benefit of them. The islands of Rust offer many tastes of dangers, whether fauna or climate, but the constant challenge will be to work the aforementioned triad with the most vicious of them: people. The first two can be tamed or avoided, but the human element is the dead list of them. A priori, maintain that all people
are dangerous to their person and their trade; this is safe behavior, if tired. This does not mean, however, that you have to attack in sight. Discretion is the best part of the value[1] must dictate its everyday doctrine, each approach to situations. An arrow can attract a disgusting target, and a shot can attract several; to avoid this is to
preserve the triad. Playing for yourself does not provide suring advantages; an individual is less remarkable than a group and leaves less of a signature on the ground, but it is also less productive, and, to have a longer shelf life and access to higher level elements the collection, management and production of resources must be effective.
The disadvantage of being lonely here is clearly harmful: two people produce more than one, something you will have to live from. Think of groups (and clans, by extension) such as Rust's Yang:impulsive and daring behaviors, strong and visible projects, great rewards through a superior and spectacular display of power and manpower;
all this is possible thanks to the capacity of the collective. The group, although it consists of many parts, has a central, central, of it can be reaffirmed in the event of a defeat. The solitary, in contrast, lives in the Yin of Rust: the conduct must be discreet and deliberate, its shelter must be built in stealth, as should be the collection of
resources, and successes are gained by gradual and dedicated accumulation. Obviously less productive by comparison, solitary should not depend on centralization, but on the distribution and adaptability of free wheels to recompose them ation of the losses suffered. An important law dictated by rust's world: harmful circumstances will
pass, and are out of reach. The unforeseen events will end and repeat the deadly strike on the triad: in the corner an unleashing enemy will shoot you and snatch your newly crafted tools; You will go to sleep in your shiny new equipped shelter, only to be attacked hours later, when you (and/or your character) are sleeping. Accepting the
unforgivable, eventual scenarios of chance and arming themselves with methods to prevent or mitigate them is sensible. So it is in the awareness of these factors that the solitary survivor must live: stealth, of yourself and of your articles; constant awareness; avoidance rather than confrontation; resilience to circuses; tactics and refrain
from quick rewards. Kick-Off Consensus on players is that the beach should be evacuated immediately. Like the default spawning position of players, it is dangerous because of nothing to lose recently born players, and naked player hunters. On your way inland, be keeping an eye on mushrooms (to increase health and hunger) and hemp
plants, as the cloth you provide is necessary for most items at this stage. By default, you can see the map by pressing and holding down the G key. In addition, after death and without the knowledge of milestones, the map can help you return to previously visited places. Navigating a huge map is harder than you might think, until one has
practised it. Make a building plan, and with a little wood and some practice, bears can be an opportunity rather than a threat: they can't jump to a base of branches of the right height. Starting from here, there is no absolute method better. The suggestion of elements varies from one player to another and their priorities. In any case, the
demand for fabric is high at this stage. The first articles include: Investing in a sleeping bag (30 cloths) is invaluable for the long-term colonization of an area. Being able to return to work in a well-known and proximal location of your activities is useful. Place it at the base of a shrub for a lower probability of discovery by others. Feel free to
make and drop a sleeping bag various sites, giving you options to return to work in the event of death; The hunting bow (200 wood, 50 fabric) puts you one step above the food chain, letting you hunt game - better than the spear- and feral feral repellent and wolves. Dead animals offer leather, for thicker clothes; Bones, for a very useful
Bone Club; and meat, to feed. Clothes: both burlap shirts and trousers cost 20 fabrics. The full burlap set (more headwrap and shoes) cost 65 rags. Clothing provides better protection especially against animals, extending the shelf life, and against the cold - a necessity if you plan on loyalty in snowy biomes, which in itself is a good idea,
as naked players will avoid revenge too long in these areas. Whether small stash or wooden storage box can hide your booty. The wooden box must be hidden inside a shrub or inside a rock; the kick has the ability to bury itself. Both require the player to keep an accurate memory of their location. Being ubiquitous do not put all your eggs
in a basket, in essence. To build an impenetrable house requires hours of impeccable work and self-defense in case of attack, until it is finished, a project that may not have the time or will to. Even instead, impenetrableity will really be defined by the intent and persistence of the attacker, meaning that you can very well wake up naked in
the woods, having been assaulted in your sleep. On the contrary, we consider its progression not as an oak growth, heading directly upwards, but as the Banyan tree, which grows its roots out. Distribute sleeping bags, buried stains and gated houses around the island. The benefit is to mitigate the loss caused by an assailant successfully
hitting the wooden door - which can be demolished with 6 Beancan grenades (360 artillery power and 120 metal fragments), an investment accessible by all accounts. It is also interesting in terms of game diversification, exploration and loitering different biomes, with different traffic players and cetera. It is also interesting to have shelters
near different monuments, expanding their access to exclusive functions, such as recyclers, for example. The time spent in each area will greatly increase the knowledge of each area in which you live; being geographically intelligent is invaluable to their survival, especially when harassing someone or something, or when they flee[3]. The
reconasisment of the land is important[4]. In addition, having dropout points can mitigate frustration if a sudden enemy or surprise you around the corner. The downside, of course, is that items found and elaborated at one point must be physically taken to another, if it is in their interest, and the dangers can be found along the way. This
strategy requires, however, a little more management than playing with a single home. Since each location will provide different resources than the other, you will need to keep track of the stored equipment. You may need to keep tabs on the components found, for example, you have the fabric and metal fragments for a new revolver at
the #1 shelter, but the metal pipe is stashed at Shelter #2. It advises you: decay of buildings. After one of a a no-use building will begin to take damage to its walls, etc. Ergo, having more than one base means having to circulate between them, in shorter periods of time if they are of simpler materials. Awareness and detection If the other
is hostile towards you and your belongings, it is harmful, therefore it should be avoided. This premise is the cornerstone of this section. The stealth doctrine aims to increase the survival (and lethality) of its user, and it is of great importance to find the enemy before it finds you. The third of Major Rogers's permanent orders is, when on the
march, to act the way he would if he was sneaking into a deer, seeing the enemy first[6]. You can go without contact for a great period of time, but the possibility that you are always there, so is the need for surveillance. To see and hear are the main modes of detection, and to be detected. View The main sensory input mode. Players may
be listening to music, or even having their sound silenced altogether, but vision is the only sensor that will guide actions, and therefore will be the most sensible. Always think that the human eye is sensitive to movement and visual distortions. Staying stationary in a bush is much more favorable than running in an open field. Also consider
the propensity for a person to recognize the human contour, making it easier to distinguish it from other elements. Check for coverage and hiding in your environment as hard as checking the ammunition left in your magazine. Once you have taken the land, use it in your favor: stay in the forest and between rocks, avoiding the contrast
between you and the bottom of open fields and beach; walk through the walls of buildings in revenge between monuments. The cover is life[8]. It is advised: some players can tone the graphical options for performance, such as the distance of view of the shadows, the grass and the detail of the object. The lush forest that is hidden may
not be as visually obstructive if seen from afar by these individuals. Keeping your head in a swivel while moving and while working is important; get comfortable using the Alt key as you have the WASDs. Make it a common practice to observe the area in front of and around you before moving through locations, and to pause at hidden
checkpoints along the way. Avoid sprinting in a straight line to a distant destination; instead of jumping out of forests and rock formations, pausing to observe all the time. Catching foot movement is even more The only enlargement tools are binoculars and 4x range, which are not easy to achieve; with the weapon lens gives a negligible
zoom. Apart from these, you have no other tools of perception. Player names only appear nearby, and there is no radar. For the and curse, the scenarios are often huge in proportion, making people seem small at a distance. It's understandable not to see someone or something like that on the screen if you're not paying attention, or
moving. In this is the importance of a vigilant stance from time to time: being next to a tree or another roof and absorbing the landscape. Resist the temptation to explore at the top of the highest hill: its human silhouette will clearly be defined against the horizon[5], immediately identifying it as a neglected sentinel. The darkness of the night
is the best condition in your favor. Avoid running in sight, rather than moving next to objects, especially in the snow, as its white background makes it easier to detect. Pacing while moving, such as stopping or slowing down from time to time to read the landscape, is important against people, but above all to avoid close encounters with
bears. Deliberation must be taken so as not to ignite any fires at night. The most vivid sign of human presence is a torch or a campire (people do not usually leave a burning bonfire by themselves, preferring to carry the wood with them); it is also the most visible, from hundreds of meters away, its bright radius splashing corners and rocks.
If it is essential to turn on a torch to see something, conclude the deal as soon as possible and leave the premises. A bonfire must be lit only in extreme need; and if so, put it in the most isolated place possible. Don't be cozy just because you can't be dark around you. The (visible) use of fire by others can determine your skill level in the
game, and age on the island. Newcomers won't hesitate to light a torch to help them on their way. Sound In addition to gunshots and explosions, recording other people through sound is a much closer (even intimate) activity than seeing them. You can see someone hiking a distant mountain, but you'll only hear from them after largely
closing the physical gap. Therefore, keeping your ears open is to be crucially aware of the nearby elements. Sound travels through visual obstructions, using them is of great tactical importance. Your body has to work alongside your ears at all times: stop and crouch down as soon as you hear the loud, repeating sound of a person
sprinting. Staying un detectable and preserving the initiative is paramount as Sun Tzu pointed out: Or divine art of subtlety and secrecy. Through you we learn to be invisible, through you inaudible; and therefore we can sustain the fate of the enemy in our hands[9]. There is a particular sound radius to each action that is performed:
sprinting and collecting resources are the strongest personal sounds a person can make; the jog is considerably quieter, and the crouch is totally silent. Shots and explosions, of course, can be heard from through biomes. Open areas are more forgiving permeasive behaviour than closed or crowded ones, such as and rocks; a constant
check of your flanks will warn you of contact; on the contrary, you will be visible in the eyes around you. The forests are a very comfortable place for loyalty: you can easily go invisible to hasty passers-by crouch down just as you listen to his hasty steps. The common player is too focused on the way he is directed to be obsessively
scanning for threats. Walk down the middle path of sound - avoid sprinting everywhere, but on the other hand, there is no need to skull everywhere. Learn the sound signature of the movement of the creatures: a person's steps have a higher tempo than any other animal, albeit with unpredictable intervals - one can jump obstacles, stop to
chat, etc; bears produce deep thumbs; horses have their hooves; wild boars and wolves walk, producing medium tempo signature. The dark blanket of the night is a blessing for the restricted and conscious person: when registering a passer-by can effectively put you in a position to exercise the 19th Order of Major Rogers: Let the enemy
come until you are close enough to touch, and then let him have it and jump and end it with your axe. Aggression is discretionary about the reader. When moving at night, slow down from time to time to catch the sound of bears and wolves. If you feel the calm walking of something and have no horns, suppose it is a wolf and give it a wide
berth. Note especially the deep thumbs of the bear. Ultimately, being on stealth is not interacting directly with others. If you are meant to participate: weighing the reason for the raid - not exposing yourself to anything - and the ability of you and the targets - it is notorious that to know yourself and the enemy is wise[9]. For the pacifist
reader, ignore Lao Tzu: (...) They don't fight - So no body fights with them. Therefore, the old say performance and improvement(...) [10] Construction [RESIGNATION: This section is due for review, following the return of the plan in October 2017] The building in Rust is not necessary. You can drop your loot into spots before bedtime and
make use of abandoned or hidden ovens to develop better equipment, but this is an incredibly exhausting way of life. To have a place of your own, protection and storage is necessary for palpable progression on a server. The wise man built his house on the rock,[11], and survived the fury of the elements. In Rust, however, there is no
place like the perfect and indomitable place. All defenses can be violated, determined only by the determination of the assailant. As mentioned above, the workforce for huge and firm castles is not available to the solitary player, so you have to take into account the planning of where to build. Think about the need to establish your base
away from the beaten and easy path; imagine the point of view of the eye you are trying to hide. The cliffs of the beach are deserted; rock formations are hidden from external passers-by. As you face the dynamics island on a server, consider the areas of interest. Mineral-rich areas attract enterprisers; open fields appeal to fortified towers
similar to Panopticon. And these players can go get their refuge in return nothing but emotion, if easily visible. Punters may vary in terms of the best construction plan, but it's a good investment to have a veneer door from the ground up. 150 metal fragments can be annoying to acquire, but their battery resilience can deter most assailants,
increasing the shelf life of the interior of the building. Recycling components are an efficient method for the task, although luck depends. The most Spartan accommodation possible is 1x1 wood. With a wooden cost of 1300, more 305 wood for the Lock, Hammer, paper for the building plan and the first chest, it will serve either as a drop-off



point or an oven house, depending on the need. Surely, over time the walls can be reinforced in stone, by 1560 stone, and the lock can be redeemed by a convenient code lock, for 100 metal fragments. The 2x2 will offer a large space more than mentioned. With the investment of 2175 wood, there is space for larger storage, a closet and
sleeping bag. 2610 stone need for upgrade. It is possible to save the cost of one side by building next to a rock wall. We warn you that the light of an illuminated bonfire will pass through the walls. If intuition and attachment requires, do not keep your most precious belongings in your home. Make use of Stashes for this. Place them in
relation to at least one permanent milestone to remember; do not trust trees or nodes, which can be harvested and disappeared. References references
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